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The devices investigated in this study are the first high pressure reverse-flow vortex (swirl) chambers developed primarily for sub-micron particle separation. The concept of the swirl chamber is the direct result of continuing basic research in the field of two phase flow, at the Aerospace Research Laboratories, under the direction of the Chief Scientist, Dr. Hans Von Ohain.

The purpose of this investigation was to test and modify the existing swirl chambers, and to obtain the optimum chamber for given conditions as presented herein.
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Abstract

A high pressure-reverse flow vortex chamber is a device designed for the purpose of separating sub-micron particles cut of a gas flow. The requirements for separation of sub-micron particles from a curved flow are given, and an equation determining the minimum angular velocity necessary for separation in a vortex flow is presented.

Three swirl (vortex) chambers were tested and modified to determine their optimum performance. Results show that inlet geometry, method of injection, injection nozzle size, exhaust diffuser spacing, and internal chamber dimensions are important factors when optimizing chamber performance. The testing and modification has led to the evolution of a swirl chamber that can develop an overall pressure ratio of thirty and a pressure recovery of eighty-five per cent for a chamber inlet total pressure of 300 psig.

The internal flow pattern of the swirl chamber was studied using talcum powder for particles and high speed motion picture photography (7,000 frames per second) as an aid in observing gross particle movements.

This study has verified the fact that the swirl chambers are basically capable of separating sub-micron particles out of a gas flow.
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<td>$\Delta P_v$</td>
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<td>Absolute Fluid Viscosity</td>
<td>lbf-sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Density of Fluid</td>
<td>lbf-ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Density of Particle</td>
<td>slugs-ft</td>
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<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Angular Velocity</td>
<td>rad/sec</td>
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e | Exit  
h | Venturi Throat  
i | Inlet  
t | Total Conditions  
u | Upstream of Venturi Throat  

1,3,4,7 and 9 Pressure and temperature tap locations  
(See Fig.48)
EXPERIMENTAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE
REVERSE-FLOW SWIRL CHAMBER

I. Introduction

Background

The devices investigated in this project were developed as a possible means of separating sub-micron particles out of a gas flow. In general, the separation of particles from a fluid can be accomplished in six ways; they are (Ref 2:8-21):

1. Entrainment of particles within another fluid, as with washing by water sprays.
2. Filtration, in which a gas containing particles is passed through fiber filters to remove the particles.
3. Ionization, in which particles are given an electrostatic charge and are withdrawn from the gas stream by the attraction of a charged electrode.
4. Inertie, which utilizes an abrupt change in the direction of the flow path.
5. Gravitation, in which there is a sudden reduction in the flow velocity of the gas in which particles are immersed.
6. Centrifugal force, as with the whirling motion of a cyclone separator.

Cyclone separators, electrostatic precipitators, and other commercially available separating devices use one or more of the above mentioned methods for achieving particle separation. Unfortunately, none of these devices is capable of practical and efficient separation of particles, having a size on the order of one micron from fluids with high flow rates.

Since recent advances in technology have placed an increasing demand for a method of sub-micron particle separation, numerous studies have been made to find a satisfactory method particularly in the field of two-phase vortex flow. The feasibility of using vortex flows for sub-micron particle separation was studied at the Aerospace Research Laboratory using low pressure (inlet pressure $\leq 100$ psig) vortex chambers with air as the fluid, and smoke, talcum, or mercury as the immersed particles. These studies indicated the possibility of using a high pressure (inlet pressure $\geq 150$ psig) reverse flow vortex chamber (hereafter referred to as a swirl chamber) for sub-micron particle separation and consequently led to the design and construction of the swirl chambers investigated in this project.
Principle of Operation

The swirl chambers considered in this investigation use the effect of inertial and centrifugal forces on a gas flow to produce separation. To understand the method of particle separation it is necessary to recognize that:

1. The inertia of a particle is a function of its volume and density.
2. The resistance or drag of a particle in a fluid is a function of the particle shape and size.

For the case of a spherical shape, the inertia of the particle is proportional to the cube of its diameter, while its flow resistance is proportional to the square of its diameter. By Newton's first law of motion, a particle in a moving stream will continue to move in a straight line unless acted upon by an external force. The continuance of this motion is a result of the inertia of the particle, whereas fluid resistance opposes such motion. Thus, if separation is attempted by altering the direction of the flowing stream, the suspended particles will, by virtue of their inertia, tend to continue moving in their original direction and not follow the direction of the general gas flow. However, due to fluid friction the particles will eventually be forced to conform to the pattern of the gas flow. The greater the particle density and size, the
greater the inertia effects (relatively speaking) and consequently the better the separation of particles from the gas stream.

From the above discussion it becomes obvious that in order to separate particles in a curved flow, both a high fluid angular velocity and sufficient particle residence time within the curved flow are necessary. Since excessive perturbations within the fluid tend to cancel the centrifugal action of the rotation, a low turbulence level within the curved flow is also required. Thus, for a given fluid and particle (type and size) the requirements for sub-micron particle separation in a swirl chamber are:

1. High angular velocity of the fluid
2. Low turbulence level in the device
3. Sufficient particle residence time within the chamber.

Since the swirl chamber flow consists of a spiralling vortex motion, a high angular velocity can be obtained by maintaining a high pressure ratio between the inner core and outer periphery of the vortex flow. Low turbulence level can hopefully be obtained by proper chamber design and particle residence time can be regulated by varying the geometric dimensions of the chamber.

In the swirl chambers under investigation, part or
all of the fluid is tangentially injected at an inner radius position with a high velocity (See Fig. 1) (in a manner similar to the Hilsch vortex tube) and is allowed to expand along a diffuser section to an outer radius. The fluid continues its motion with both axial and tangential components of velocity along a section of constant radius and is eventually turned radially inward either by a physical boundary or a symmetrical flow pattern. The turning of the flow forces the fluid to become a sink-vortex flow called secondary flow. Eventually, to satisfy continuity, the fluid again turns and flows toward the injection area where a portion of the fluid leaves the chamber as exhaust. The remaining portion of the fluid spirals radially outward (source-vortex) and is recirculated with the incoming fluid. In the region between the secondary and recirculating flow, the flow pattern gradually changes from a sink-vortex to a source-vortex.

In operation, the particle laden gas enters the chamber and follows the pattern previously described to the region of secondary flow. The secondary flow phenomena causes the fluid and particles to accelerate to high angular velocities (assuming a sink-free vortex) causing a high concentration of particles near the inner core of the chamber. As the fluid and particles flow toward the exhaust, the gradual change from a sink-vortex to a
source-vortex allows the high concentration of particles to be recirculated in the chamber, and only a very small portion to leave the system as exhaust (hopefully less than one part per thousand of the incoming particles). The high concentration of particles (recirculated) tends to build-up on the outer radius of the chamber and can be removed by allowing a very small amount of the fluid to exit the chamber at the outer radius (See Figs. 2 and 3 for exits).

**Purpose and Scope**

The purpose of this investigation was to test and modify the high pressure swirl chambers to improve their capability for sub-micron particle separation. Since the injection of sub-micron particles into the inlet air flow would require the use of a special high pressure injection system, and extremely sensitive measuring devices to detect the presence of such minute particles, this method was not used. Instead, a set of parameters were selected as a measure of the separating effectiveness of the chamber. The reason for using these parameters can be found in the section entitled "Theoretical Considerations".

The selected performance factors define the optimum chamber as having the highest:

1. \( P_g/P_{it} \), overall pressure ratio--the ratio
The specific objective of this project was to obtain an optimum chamber by geometrical modifications of the original swirl chambers.
II. Description of Apparatus

In the course of this investigation two basic high pressure swirl chambers were tested and modified in an effort to obtain optimum performance. They were designated the first and second generation chambers to note the order of their testing and development. In the first generation chamber the fluid was injected at a single radius, while in the second generation chamber the fluid was injected at four radii. The cross-section assembly drawings of the first and second generation chambers are shown in Figs. 48 and 49 respectively. The first generation dual cell chamber was modified to obtain a single cell chamber for additional testing and visual inspection of the internal flow pattern. The visual single cell swirl chamber (with plexiglass window) is shown in Fig. 50. The dual cell chamber is characterized by inlet sections at both ends of the chamber, whereas the single cell chamber has only one inlet section. The nomenclature used to identify the components of the first and second generation chambers are shown in Tables I and II. Some of the components referenced in the above tables are the nozzle rings, radial diffusers, and chamber inserts.

The three nozzle rings used with the first generation chamber have eight convergent nozzles per ring with a
throat diameter of 1/16 in, 3/32 in, or 1/8 in. A 1/16 in hole diameter nozzle ring is shown in Fig. 51. The multiple nozzle housing for the second generation chamber has twenty-four 1/16 in convergent nozzles arranged in groups of six at four different radii as shown in Fig. 52.

The blank, bleed, and crank diffusers are shown in Figs. 53, 54, and 55, respectively. The blank diffuser is essentially a flat plate while the bleed and crank diffusers have a concentric ring which allows a portion of the exhausting fluid to leave the chamber in an axial direction. The distance between the radial diffuser and the admission chamber (diffuser gap spacing) is determined by the gaskets used between the two components for the blank and bleed diffusers. The diffuser gap spacing for the crank diffuser is not fixed by the gasket thickness and the spacing is varied by turning the diffuser clockwise and counter-clockwise.

Chamber inserts for the first generation chamber are right circular cylindrical shells having a 3 9/16 in ID and a length from 2 3/16 in to 6 3/16 in. The positioning of three different length chamber inserts are shown in Figs. 56, 57, and 58.

Pressure and temperature tap location for the first and second generation chamber are shown schematically in Fig. 4. The exact location can be determined in Figs. 48 and 59 for the first generation chamber. Pressures
were obtained from calibrated bourdon or bellows gages (maximum error $\pm 2\%$). Temperature measurements were obtained using calibrated iron-constantan thermocouples (maximum error $\pm 3^\circ F$). Mass flow rates were determined with the use of calibrated venturis. The air was supplied by the Aerospace Research Laboratory at 3,000 psig after it had been dried to an average of $-65^\circ F$ dewpoint by an absorptive drier. The instrumentation and typical test apparatus are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Special axial pressure probes (See Fig. 7) were used in an attempt to determine the axial pressure profile in the first and second generation chambers.
III. Theoretical Considerations

One of the requirements for sub-micron particle separation in a vortex flow is a high angular velocity. To determine the magnitude of this rotational velocity an approximate derivation is included in the next sub-section entitled "Minimum Rotational Velocity for Separation." Since the rotational velocity cannot be measured directly in the present chambers and, therefore, used as a performance parameter, two pressure ratios were selected as a measure of the chambers' performance. The reasons for the rotational velocity can be found in the sub-section "Performance Parameters." The final sub-section deals primarily with the method of injection and justifies the selection of inner radius injection for sub-micron particle separation.

Minimum Rotational Velocity for Separation

For particle separation in a curved flow it is desirable to have a means of estimating the required minimum rotational velocity. In order to obtain an analytical estimate of the rotational velocity, similarity considerations were used for laminar flow with perturbations in the fluid.

For a laminar gas flow with the drift $Re < 1$ (based on
particle drift velocity), Stoke's equation for drag on a spherical particle is:

$$F_d = 3\pi \mu WD$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Referring to Fig. 3 and summing forces in a direction normal to the path of the particle yields:

$$3\pi \mu WD = \frac{PD^3}{6} (\sigma - \rho) \frac{W^2 + U^2}{R_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Eq (2) can be simplified to yield an expression for the angular velocity,

$$\omega = \frac{W}{U} \frac{\mu}{\sigma - D^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $U \gg W \sigma \gg \rho$

$$R_p \approx R \quad \omega = \frac{U}{R}$$

Eq (3) can be re-written in the form

$$\omega = \frac{W}{U} \frac{U_p}{U} \frac{\mu}{\sigma - D^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

If separation of the particles from the flow is to be attained, the perturbation velocity ($U_p$) must be less than the particle drift velocity ($W$). An estimated value of the ratio of drift to perturbation velocity is:

$$\frac{W}{U_p} > 2.5$$  \hspace{1cm} (Ref. Dr. Von Ohain)
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Since the turbulence level \( \frac{\nu_p}{u} \) at any particular time in the present device is difficult to predict, a lower limit which would give the minimum necessary rotational velocity (based on cyclone separators) is:

\[
\frac{\nu_p}{u} \approx 0.04
\]

Substituting in the values for the turbulence level and drift to perturbation velocity ratio into Eq. (4) yields

\[
\omega > 1.8 \frac{\mu}{\sigma DT}
\]  
(5)

If the type and size of particles are known, and the viscosity of the fluid is also known, then Eq (5) gives an estimate of the minimum rotational velocity required for separation for a low turbulence level of 4%.

Performance Parameters

Overall Pressure Ratio. The overall pressure ratio, \( \frac{P_g}{P_{in}} \), is used as a performance parameter indicating the magnitude of the angular velocity. The assumption made in using this parameter is that the higher the pressure ratio the larger the angular velocity. In general, if the inlet pressure to the chamber is increased the mass flow and overall pressure ratio are increased; therefore, to satisfy continuity the flow must accelerate to higher angular velocities especially at the smaller radii near the core of the vortex.
The selection of the outer wall static pressure, \( P_g \), for defining both the overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery was based on calculations assuming isentropic and free vortex flow from the inlet nozzles to the outer radius. The calculations resulted in a difference in static and total pressure (at the outer wall) of less than 5% for inlet nozzles in a choked condition and a chamber insert of 3 9/16 inches diameter.

**Pressure Recovery.** The so called pressure recovery, \( P_g/P_t \), is used as a performance parameter to indicate the efficiency of conservation of fluid energy. The importance of having a high pressure recovery is obvious in that the larger the pressure recovery, the higher will be the outer wall static pressure. If the outer wall static pressure is increased, then with other conditions held constant, the pressure ratio increases, which, from our previous discussion induces higher angular velocities.

**Method of Injection.** In an outer radius injection vortex chamber (See Fig. 9), the magnitude of the radial flow occurring in the boundary layer on the chamber walls has been found to be of the same order of magnitude as the local external (i.e., outside the boundary layer) tangential velocity (Ref 3:7). Thus, if efficient particle separation (i.e., removal of most of the particles before they exhaust) is to be obtained, it is desirable
to eliminate the inward radial velocity component of the flow in the region near the exhaust. If one considers a device in which the fluid and particles are injected tangentially at an outer radius (see Fig. 9), the boundary layer buildup on the chamber walls, coupled with the radial inward velocity, transport the particles along the outer walls and eventually out the exhaust. The amount of fluid that leaves the chamber through the boundary layer has been found to be approximately three-fourths of the total mass flow through the chamber, and more important, as the total mass flow is increased, the boundary layer flow becomes proportionately larger (Ref 3:9 and 4:17). As a result of the boundary layer transporting a large amount of fluid, the fluid in the inner region of the vortex chamber tends to revolve as a rigid body and thereby reduce the rotational velocity. The particles which are centrifuged to the outer wall are transported out the exhaust in the boundary layer while the particles near the central core are carried out the exhaust by the axial component of the flow. The net result of the flow pattern is to remove the particles from the system.

To reverse the flow pattern on the outer walls and eliminate the inward radial velocity in the vicinity of the exhaust, the present swirl chambers under investigation were designed to inject all or part of the fluid at
a small radius (approximately one-half inch). By inject-
ing tangentially at this small radius the flow pattern
within the chamber is reversed on the outer boundary as
compared to the vortex devices previously described (com-
pare Fig. 9 with Fig. 1). Besides creating a spiral vor-
tex (sink-vortex) in the region of the geometric axial
center of the chamber, an additional flow pattern which
is called recirculating flow is induced as shown in Fig. 1.
The advantage of the recirculating flow pattern lies in its
ability to transport the particles from the central axial
region of the chamber to the outer wall where they can be
recirculated (travel the same path as when originally
injected) or collected and exited out of the chamber.

In a confined free vortex gas flow it can be shown
that the friction loss is inversely proportional to the
square of the radius, and the energy loss inversely pro-
portional to the cube of the radius. As a result, the
injection of a fluid at a small radius is inherently
inefficient, in that, a considerable amount of fluid
kinetic energy is dissipated overcoming frictional forces.
This energy dissipation is incurred when the fluid dif-
fuses to a larger radius in the process of developing
secondary and recirculating flow patterns.

For efficient particle separation and low energy loss
due to friction it becomes apparent that "scheduled" in-
jection—a method of injecting the fluid at several radii—must be used. The amount of fluid injected at the smaller radii should be just sufficient to maintain the reverse flow pattern, while the greater mass flow should be injected at larger radii so that friction losses are kept to a minimum.
IV. Experimental Program

The primary objective of the experimental work was to increase the overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery and to determine their variance with changes in the ratio of the exit to inlet mass flow rates (mass flow ratio). Changes in the internal geometry were made in order to try and improve the chambers' pressure ratios. In addition, attempts were made to determine the approximate flow pattern within the swirl chambers using axial pressure probes and visual techniques.

In order to obtain a systematic approach in evaluating the high pressure swirl chambers, the investigation was divided into three parts:

1. Qualitative analysis
2. Quantitative analysis
3. Flow visualization

The pressure ratios (i.e., the overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery) were determined as a function of the exit venturi differential pressure for the qualitative tests, and as a function of the mass flow ratio (exit to inlet mass flow rate) for the quantitative tests. This constitutes the major difference between the two analyses. Since an extensive amount of testing was planned, a swirl chamber code was developed to facilitate identifi-
culation of the various tests along with their results. The identification code is explained in Appendix B.

Qualitative analysis

In the qualitative analysis, only the first generation swirl chamber was tested using 1/16 in diameter nozzles and chamber total inlet pressures of 225 psi and 300 psi. For each inlet pressure, the pressure ratios, i.e., pressure recovery and overall pressure ratio, were determined as a function of the exit venturi differential pressure, \( \Delta P_v \). A flow diagram of the apparatus used in the qualitative analysis is shown in Fig. 10.

Since chamber performance is based on the numerical magnitude of the pressure ratios, numerous geometrical chamber modifications were made to increase their values. The geometrical changes made are:

1. Variation of the fluid exit location within the chamber (Fig. 2 and 3).
2. Modifications of the inlet geometry within the chamber (Fig. 11).
3. Changes in the diffuser spacing within the chamber (Fig. 11).
4. Changes in the type of radial diffuser.

Modifications which increased the pressure ratios were incorporated into all subsequent tests in this project.

In addition to the geometric changes, perturbation studies
were made using a solid one-quarter inch stainless steel rod inserted radially into the chamber at the center disc flange.

Prior to the commencement of the first qualitative analysis test run the exhaust nose lip (See Fig. 11) was removed to prevent choking of the fluid. Removal of the lip was necessary because the total cross sectional area (between the nozzle ring and the exhaust nose lip) was less than the total nozzle inlet area.

Chamber Insert Location. The chamber inserts were placed in two positions (See Fig. 2 and 3) in an attempt to determine the influence of the fluid exit location on the pressure ratios. The pressure ratios were determined as a function of the exit venturi differential pressure, $\Delta P_v$.

Modifications in the Inlet Geometry. Variations in the inlet geometry were made in five steps and are shown in Fig. 11. The modifications were:

1. Nozzle holes reamed and polished.
2. Lips on the nozzle ring half removed.
3. Lips on the nozzle ring completely removed.
4. Nozzle ring taper increased.
5. Exhaust cylinder nose shortened.

Inlet geometry modifications which resulted in increased values of the pressure ratios were incorporated into all
subsequent tests.

**Diffuser Spacing.** The diffuser spacing (See Fig. 11) was varied to determine the spacing that would give the optimum overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery.

**Radial Diffusers.** All previous tests were accomplished using bleed diffusers (See Fig. 54). In this phase of the investigation a blank (no bleed) diffuser (See Fig. 53) was tested, using various diffuser spacings, to determine if the blank diffusers could obtain pressure ratios that were comparable with the bleed diffusers.

**Probes Inserted Radially into the Chamber.** The object of this study was to determine if the chamber flow, after being disturbed by a radial probe, would return to the initial conditions. The initial conditions were those values of pressure recovery and overall pressure ratio prior to disturbing the flow with a radial probe. The probe was inserted radially at the center disk flange by drilling a special tap for this purpose.

**Quantitative Analysis**

In the quantitative analysis, both the first and second generation swirl chambers were tested. The overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery were determined as functions of mass flow ratio ($\dot{m}_e/\dot{m}_i$). The majority of testing was accomplished by varying the exit mass flow.
rate while holding the total inlet pressure constant at either 225 psig or 300 psig. A schematic of the flow diagram for the quantitative analysis is shown in Fig. 12.

The studies of the first generation chamber included changing the nozzle diameter size and chamber inserts. Additional data was obtained on a single cell swirl chamber (See Fig. 18).

Only three runs were made using the second generation swirl chamber.

**Nozzle Diameter Changes.** Modifications in the inlet nozzle cross sectional area were restricted to the first generation chamber. The nozzle hole diameters tested were 3/32 in and 1/8 in. For each of the two nozzle diameters tested, the diffuser spacing was varied until the maximum pressure ratios were obtained. The two nozzles tested in the quantitative analysis and the 1/16 in hole nozzle rings used in the qualitative analysis are shown in Fig. 14.

**Single Cell Swirl Chamber.** Only the first generation type chamber was used in the testing of the single cell chamber. The nozzle size selected for use in the single cell chamber was based on the optimum pressure ratios obtained in the dual chamber. The data obtained on the single cell chamber was compared to a dual swirl chamber operating under the same inlet conditions. The external view of the single cell chamber is shown in Fig. 13.
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Chamber Insert Size. In all previous experiments a 3 9/16 in ID x 2 3/16 in long chamber insert was used ("g" insert). The testing that was conducted by varying chamber insert size was restricted to the first generation chamber. Originally, nine insert sizes were proposed for testing (See Appendix B); however, only three different lengths were tested (g, h, and i inserts). The remaining inserts were not tested because the overall pressure ratio, as defined in this report, loses its significance for small diameter chamber inserts (the outer wall static pressure is not within 5% of the outer wall total pressure). The inserts tested are shown in Fig. 15. The assembly drawings are shown in Figs. 56 to 58 and the physical chambers are shown in Figs. 16 to 18.

Second Generation Chamber. The second generation multiple nozzle housing and physical chamber are shown in Figs. 20 and 21 respectively. Testing of the chamber was accomplished by first optimizing the overall pressure ratio at a mass flow ratio of 0.50 to obtain a basis of comparison between the various tests. The overall pressure ratio was optimized by adjusting the crank diffuser (See Fig. 19 for the bleed, crank, and blank diffusers). Upon optimization, the pressure recovery and overall pressure ratio were determined as functions of the mass flow ratio. The data was obtained for total inlet pres-
sures of 225 psig and 300 psig using a 9/64 in diameter center pressure tap (P_t). Since a pressure gradient was expected across the tap, additional tests were conducted using a 0.047 in diameter center pressure tap. The tests using the 0.047 in tap were performed using a constant mass flow ratio of 0.50, while varying the total inlet pressure (0--350 psig). Analogous data was obtained using the 9/64 in center pressure tap to determine the effect of the pressure gradient on the overall pressure ratio.

Flow Visualization. High speed motion pictures (7,000 frames per second) of the internal flow, on a solid plexiglass boundary in a single cell visual chamber (See Figs 22 and 50), were taken for total inlet pressures of 100 psig, 200 psig, and 300 psig. The fluid flow patterns were made visible by injecting talcum powder at an axial sub-atmospheric pressure position in the chamber.

Axial Pressure Probes. During the course of testing attempts were made to obtain axial static and total pressure profiles in the first and second generation dual cell chambers. The probes used are shown schematically in Fig. 7.
V. Data Reduction

In the qualitative analysis the pressure recovery and overall pressure ratio were computed as functions of the exit venturi differential pressure. In the quantitative analysis the pressure ratios were computed as functions of the mass flow ratio \( \frac{\dot{m}_e}{\dot{m}_b} \). The mass flow rate equation can be derived using the equations of continuity and perfect gas, the definition of the coefficient of discharge, and the assumption of isentropic flow to yield (Ref 1:47-48)

\[
\dot{m} = KA_n\left[2\gamma\frac{P_{u}}{R}T_u (P_u - P_h)\right]^{1/2}
\]

where
\[
K \equiv \frac{\phi C_d}{\sqrt{1 - \beta^4}}
\]

\[
\phi \equiv \left[\frac{r^{2/k}}{k - 1} \frac{k}{1 - 1/r} \frac{1 - \beta^{4+}}{(1 - \beta^{4+}r^{3/k})}\right]^{1/2}
\]

Eq (6) was used to calculate the chamber inlet and exit mass flow rates. Simplification in the mass flow rate calculations was made by plotting \( K \) vs \( r \) and is shown in Fig. 23. The discharge coefficient was assumed to be constant at 0.975 because venturi calibration indicated
the coefficient varied from approximately 0.972 to 0.981 for the range of testing.

The visual investigation consisted of the evaluation of approximately 12,000 individual frames of high speed motion pictures. The evaluation of the high speed film was made to determine the radial depth to which the particles could penetrate, and to obtain some insight into the phenomena of gross particle movements inside a swirl chamber.
VI. Results and Discussion

The experimental results of this investigation are presented in Figs. 24-47. The qualitative, quantitative, and flow visualization analyses are shown in Figs. 24-35, 36-44, and 45-47 respectively. The graphical data of the above curves can be found in Appendix B. Each curve is the result of a minimum of two test runs. For purposes of clarity each of the areas of investigation is considered separately and in chronological order.

Qualitative Analysis

The results of the qualitative analysis show the overall pressure ratio could have two values at a given exit venturi differential pressure, $\Delta P_v$, depending on whether the exit mass flow rate was being increased or decreased. This hysteresis effect in the overall pressure ratio appears in the majority of the qualitative tests where the exit mass flow rate was increased and decreased. The hysteresis effect is only shown in Figs. 24, 26, and 28. It is not shown in the subsequent overall pressure ratio curves to avoid crowding of the graphs. The detailed graphical data curves can be found in Appendix B.

Chamber Insert Location. The effects of chamber insert location on the performance parameters can be seen in Figs. 24-29. The overall pressure ratio for the two
exiting positions is shown in Fig. 24, while Fig. 25 shows the pressure recovery. The influence of chamber inlet pressure on the performance parameters is shown in Figs. 26 and 27 for the first exiting method, and in Figs 28 and 29 for the second exiting method.

For a chamber inlet total pressure of 225 psig, Fig. 24 shows the first exiting method has a maximum overall pressure ratio of approximately 9.8 while the second exiting method has a maximum of 8.2. However, the hysteresis effect is more pronounced for the first exiting method. At $\Delta P_r = 21.75$ psi, the overall pressure ratio can be either 5.6 or 4.3 depending on whether the exit mass flow rate is increasing or decreasing. If the chamber is initially tested from a fully closed to open position (i.e., $\Delta P_r$ is increased from 0 psi to 21.75 psi), the overall pressure will be 5.6 at the full open position. Now, if the system (chamber) is allowed to remain at the high $\Delta P_r$ value (21.75 psi) for a period of time greater than ten seconds, the center pressure ($P_{ct}$) gradually increases until the overall pressure ratio drops from 5.6 to 4.3, at which point the system is in equilibrium (no change). Since the hysteresis effect was extremely pronounced at the low inlet pressure (225 psig) for the first exiting position, the second exiting method was tentatively selected for subsequent testing.
It can be seen from Fig. 25 that pressure recovery is not influenced by the fluid exiting method. As shown in Figs. 27 and 29, the pressure recovery increases slightly (approximately 3%) in a wide range of $\Delta P_v$ for the higher inlet pressure. The slight increase is due to a large amount of fluid being available to overcome the frictional drag in the system.

The effect of inlet pressure on the overall pressure ratio for the two exiting positions can be seen in Figs. 26 and 28. The increase in the inlet total pressure, $P_{\text{it}}$, tends to minimize the hysteresis effect and increase the overall pressure ratio. The maximum overall pressure ratio for the first and second exiting methods, at an inlet pressure of 300 psig, was 13.35 and 14.50, respectively. The decrease in the hysteresis effect at the higher inlet pressure tends to indicate that hysteresis is primarily due to insufficient fluid within the chamber, which results in fluid attachment and/or detachment on the chambers internal walls. It thus appears that the fluid attachment (or detachment) causes the flow pattern to change in such a manner to cause the region of secondary flow to shift in an axial direction.

Since the maximum overall pressure ratio was higher (for the 300 psig inlet total pressure) for the second exiting position, the pressure recovery was not influenced
by the exiting position, and the hysteresis effect was less for the second exiting position (for $P_{7e} = 225$ psig) this exiting position was selected for all subsequent testing.

Inlet Geometry Modifications. The effect of the inlet geometry modifications on the overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery are shown in Figs. 30 and 31, respectively. The curves are for an increasing exit venturi differential pressure with a chamber total inlet pressure of 225 psig. The detail graphical data showing the hysteresis effect and the 300 psig chamber total pressure curves can be found in Appendix B. Neither the hysteresis effect nor the 300 psig curves are shown in the results because the trends are essentially the same as described in the section "Chamber Insert Location."

All inlet geometry modifications except the curve for nozzle ring lip completely removed are shown in Figs. 30 and 31. (See Fig.11 for inlet geometry modifications). The results of the above modifications were not plotted on Figs. 30 and 31 to avoid any additional obscurement of the curves. The nozzle ring lip completely removed curve is approximately half way between the nozzle ring lip half removed and the nozzle ring taper increased curves.

The first four modifications of the inlet geometry led to an increase in the overall pressure ratio.
Sure recovery in the range of the exit venturi used in testing. The maximum overall pressure ratio increased from 8.20 to 13.85 while the pressure recovery increased from approximately 0.322 to 0.392. The increase of the pressure ratios is due to minimizing the wetted-area at small radii and to decreasing the nozzle injection losses by increasing the nozzle taper. Minimizing the wetted area at small radii increases the pressure ratios because the power losses due to friction in a free vortex are inversely proportional to the cube of the radius. Decreasing the nozzle injection losses primarily allowed a higher mass flow rate which in turn tended to raise the pressure ratios (see discussion in the section entitled "Chamber Insert Location").

The fifth inlet geometry modification (i.e., exhaust cylinder shortened) decreased the maximum pressure recovery from 0.392 to 0.382 while the maximum overall pressure ratio increased from 13.85 to 14.00. For $\Delta P_v < 5$ and $\Delta P_v > 10$ the fifth modification's overall pressure ratio falls to values below that of the fourth modification (maximum, approximately 14%). The decrease in both pressure ratios tends to indicate secondary flow phenomena occurring in the injection area (i.e., the fluid tends to leave the chamber immediately after injection). Thus, the only advantage the fifth modification has compared
to the fourth modification is a higher maximum overall pressure ratio at $\Delta P_v = 0$. If the peak of the overall pressure ratio curve can be shifted from $\Delta P_v = 0$ to some larger value ($\Delta P_v > 2$), the overall performance of the fifth modification should be approximately equal to or greater than the performance for the fourth modification. Since higher mass flow rates into the system (chamber) were expected to cause the shift, and higher mass flow rates were planned for the quantitative portion of this investigation, the fifth inlet geometry modification was used in all subsequent tests.

**Diffuser Spacing.** Four changes in the diffuser spacing were made to determine the spacing that would give the highest possible overall pressure ratio and a reasonable value of pressure recovery. The pressure recovery becomes secondary in importance because an increase in the pressure recovery generally tends to decrease the overall pressure ratio if the diffuser spacing is properly varied. Since the overall pressure ratio indicates the magnitude of the rotational velocity (i.e., the higher the overall pressure ratio the higher the rotational velocity), and since a high rotational is required for sub-micron particle separation, the overall pressure ratio becomes the deciding parameter in the experimental analysis to determine the optimum diffuser spacing. However, under
actual operating conditions it may be possible to increase the pressure recovery and thereby lower the overall pressure ratio if a lower rotational velocity can efficiently separate the particles from the fluid. Under these conditions the conservation of fluid energy becomes equally important as the rotational velocity. Thus, under actual operating conditions the optimum spacing depends on the size, type, and density of the particles.

The four diffuser spacings tested were 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, and 1/64 in. The results of the testing are shown in Figs. 32 and 33. The curves are for an increasing exit venturi differential pressure and a chamber inlet total pressure of 225 psig.

The maximum overall pressure ratio was approximately 14.50 for a 1/16 in diffuser spacing. For $\Delta P_v < 6$ psi, the 1/16 in spacing gave the highest overall pressure ratio while for $\Delta P_v > 6$ psi, a 1/32 in spacing gave the highest overall pressure ratio. The change from the 1/16 in to 1/32 in spacing tends to indicate that the chamber volume, exhaust mass flow rate, and diffuser spacing are related to the highest overall pressure ratio. The exact relationship between these variables was not determined in this investigation because a trial and error procedure could quickly determine the diffuser spacing which gives the highest overall pressure ratio. Thus, Fig. 32 shows that
Diffuser spacing must be gradually decreased as the exit mass flow rate is increased to obtain the highest possible overall pressure ratio. The pressure recovery for the four diffuser spacings is shown in Fig. 33.

In general, if the diffuser spacing is decreased from the optimum position (highest possible overall pressure ratio), the pressure recovery increases while the overall pressure ratio decreases (See Figs 32 and 33). Decreasing the spacing from the optimum position is equivalent to choking the flow in the chamber (insufficient exhaust area). If the spacing is increased beyond the optimum position, both pressure ratios decrease. The decrease of both pressure ratios tends to indicate secondary flow occurring near the injection area.

Radial Diffusers. All previous tests, to this point, were made using bleed diffusers. In this series, blank diffusers were tested to determine if the pressure ratios produced were comparable to those produced with the use of bleed diffusers. The diffuser spacing for the blank diffusers was varied until the highest overall pressure ratio was obtained. The results comparing the blank and bleed diffusers are shown in Figs. 34 and 35. The curves are for an increasing exit venturi differential pressure and a chamber inlet total pressure of 225 psig.
The trends of the blank diffusers are similar to the trends previously described in the result section entitled "Diffuser Spacing" for the bleed diffusers. The maximum overall pressure ratio for the blank and bleed diffusers was approximately 7.50 and 14.50, respectively. The maximum pressure recovery was approximately 0.400 for the bleed diffusers and 0.370 for the blank diffusers. The highest pressure ratios for the bleed diffuser remained substantially higher over the entire range of the exit venturi used in testing (See Figs. 34 and 35). Since the use of the blank diffusers resulted in a substantial reduction in both pressure ratios, the bleed diffusers were once again used on all subsequent tests.

The reduction in the pressure ratios is probably due to the formation of a back flow into the chamber from the diffusers face (i.e., the flow travels from the center of the diffuser face in an axial direction toward the geometric center of the center disk flange, at which point, the flow turns 180° and travels in the direction of the exhaust). The formation of the back flow increases the center axial pressure, $P_{c}$, and possibly allows secondary flow to occur in the injection region. The increase in the center axial pressure decreases the overall pressure ratio while the secondary flow decreases the pressure recovery.
The back flow could be caused by the tendency of the air to flow from a region of high to low pressure. The bleed diffuser, which allows a portion of the exhausting gas to leave the chamber in an axial direction, minimizes the back flow tendency and thus the higher pressure ratios.

**Radial Probing into the Chamber.** In all tests made using the stainless steel probe, there was no observed loss or change in the pressure ratios after the removal of the probe. Thus, if extreme turbulence is introduced into the chamber during actual particle separation operation, the chamber will fully recover after the removal of the turbulence inducer. Since the system fully and instantaneously recovered (no noticeable time lag) in all tests, the data representing the probings is not presented.

**Quantitative Analysis**

The results of the qualitative testing indicated higher pressure ratios could be obtained by increasing the mass flow rate into the chamber. They further indicated that the diffuser spacing had to be adjusted for different inlet mass flow rates to obtain the highest overall pressure ratio. Thus, in the quantitative analysis, the mass flow rate into the chamber was increased by changing the nozzle size, and, at the same time, the bleed
diffusers were adjusted for the highest overall pressure ratio. The results of the quantitative investigation show that hysteresis completely disappeared with the use of higher mass flow rates and, the injection nozzles were not choked (sonic) in all tests (see the quantitative graphical data curves for the inlet mass flow rates in Appendix B). Since increasing the chamber inlet pressure increased the pressure ratios in a manner previously discussed, they are not discussed in the quantitative analysis for the first generation swirl chamber. The detail graphical data curve for the higher inlet pressure (300 psig) can be found in Appendix B.

Nozzle Diameter Changes. The test results for the 3/32 in and 1/8 in nozzles are shown in Figs. 36 and 37. The curves shown in the above mentioned figures are for a chamber inlet pressure of 225 psig and increasing or decreasing exit mass flow rates (no hysteresis). They represent the maximum overall pressure ratios that can be obtained by varying the diffuser spacing for the 3/32 in and 1/8 in nozzles.

The maximum overall pressure ratios for the 3/32 in and 1/8 in nozzles were approximately 23.10 and 15.90, respectively. They occurred at mass flow ratios, \( \dot{m}_e/\dot{m}_i \), of approximately 0.32 for the 3/32 in nozzles and at 0.48 for the 1/8 in nozzles. The shifting of the max-
imum overall pressure ratio peak, for higher inlet mass flow rates, is as expected as mentioned in the qualitative analysis. The decrease in the maximum overall pressure ratio is possibly due to a weaker free vortex inside the chamber (i.e., a lower rotational velocity). It appears that the weaker vortex is primarily caused by choking of the fluid inside the chamber because of insufficient exit and exhaust areas. Thus, if the maximum overall pressure ratio is desired for a particular chamber, the nozzle hole size must be matched to the geometric dimensions of the chamber.

Under conditions of insufficient chamber volume, exit and exhaust areas, the maximum pressure recovery increases as the maximum overall pressure ratio decreases (for two different nozzle sizes in identical chambers). This is verified by Fig. 37 where the maximum pressure recovery is approximately 0.82 for the 1/8 in nozzles and 0.68 for the 3/32 in nozzles.

Since the pressure recovery is above 50% for mass flow ratios less than 0.50, it was arbitrarily decided to restrict the optimization in such a manner so as to increase the overall pressure ratio while maintaining the pressure recovery above 50% for $\dot{m}_e/\dot{m}_i = 0.50$. Thus, all subsequent tests on the first generation chamber were performed primarily to determine the effect on the
the overall pressure ratio. As a result, the \( \frac{3}{32} \) in nozzles were incorporated in the chambers for subsequent tests.

**Single Cell Swirl Chamber.** The results for the first generation single cell chamber show that the frictional losses, due to an additional solid boundary, reduce the maximum overall pressure ratio to a value far below those obtained for the dual cell chamber (approximately 65% reduction). The graphical comparison of the performance parameters for the dual and single cell chamber are shown in Figs. 38 and 39. The maximum pressure ratios for the single cell chamber were found to be 7.70 and 0.580, while the dual cell chamber maximum pressure ratios were 23.10 and 0.688. Thus, if a given overall pressure ratio is required for particle separation, the dual cell swirl chamber should be used to sustain smaller frictional losses (i.e., conserve fluid energy).

**Chamber Insert Size.** The effect the variation in chamber insert length has on the performance parameters is shown in Figs. 40 and 41. For these figures it can be seen that as the chamber insert length is increased, both pressure ratios decrease. The maximum overall pressure ratio for the \( g, h, \) and \( j \) inserts (see Appendix B for explanation of letters) were found to be 23.10, 9.60, and 8.30, respectively. The maximum pressure recovery for the \( g \),
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h, and i inserts were found to be 0.688, 0.580, and 0.550, respectively. The reduction of the pressure ratios is due to the increase in wetted surface area and chamber volume. If longer chamber lengths are needed to increase particle residence time within the chamber, greater pressure ratios can be obtained by increasing the inlet mass flow rate and adjusting the exit and exhaust areas (to eliminate the possibility of choking).

**Second Generation Chamber.** The first set of results obtained using the second generation chamber are shown in Figs. 42 and 43. The results indicate significant increases in both pressure ratios compared to the highest values obtained with the first generation chamber. The maximum pressure recovery and overall pressure ratio increased approximately 22% and 30%, respectively (compare Figs. 42 and 43 with Figs. 40 and 41, respectively). The values of the maximum overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery for the second generation chamber having an inlet pressure of 225 psig are 30.00 and 0.840, respectively. Since Fig. 42 is the result of using a 9/64 in diameter center pressure tap (P_t) the above overall pressure ratio is extremely conservative (See Fig. 44). The large increases in both pressure ratios for the second generation chamber are merely the experimental verification of the discussion in the section entitled "Method of Injection".
Flow Visualization. Still photographs obtained from high speed motion picture film (7,000 frames/sec) taken at inlet pressures of 100, 200, and 300 psig are shown in Figs. 45-47, respectively. The flow visualization section of this investigation consisted in the use of high speed photography, as well as visual inspection of the flow patterns. Flow visualization was made possible by injecting talcum powder into the gas flow in a single cell visual chamber. The high speed motion pictures were then taken, and the resulting film was studied. The results of these studies showed:

1. The flow is a spiral vortex.
2. The velocity of the secondary flow pattern increased with increasing chamber inlet pressure. Tests were made at 100, 200, and 300 psig. It was easily seen from the motion pictures that as the inlet pressure was increased (from 100 to 300 psig) the rotational velocity of the flow increased.
3. As the inlet pressure is increased (from 100 to 300 psig) the particles are able to penetrate to a smaller radius; however, it was observed that although the particles penetrated to a smaller radius they were quickly centrifuged outward. For the 100 psig inlet...
pressure test the particles did not penetrate to as small a radius as for the 200 psig or 300 psig tests, but they remained at some larger radius for a longer period of time before being centrifuged outward.

4. No particles could penetrate beyond a certain void region. This was observed in the motion picture film, and can also be seen in Figs. 45, 46, and 47.

At inlet pressures of 100, 200, and 300 psig the respective diameters of the void region were 0.24 in, 0.22 in, and 0.20 in (± 0.005 in). These distances were measured during observation of individual frames of the motion picture film. The decreases mentioned above (3) cannot be inferred in the case of the dual cell swirl chamber were a solid boundary is not present. When a solid boundary is not present, frictional losses are a minimum due to the symmetrical flow pattern. The particles in this region retain high angular velocities, and it is likely that centrifugal forces are greater than those created by the high overall pressure ratio. If this is the case then the higher the inlet pressure, the larger the minimum radius of particle penetration. When a solid boundary is present the boundary layer buildup and frictional losses tend to slow the particles. Consequently, the overall pressure ratio becomes the dominant
force rather than the centrifugal force. This being so, the higher the inlet pressure, the smaller the radius of particle penetration.

During the flow visualization test runs, exhaust gas samples were collected and examined under a microscope. Limitations of the available microscopes prevented an exact measurement of the exhaust particle size, but indicated they were of a sub-micron nature. The original particles (talcum) were reduced in size due to friction within the chamber.

**Axial Pressure Probes.** During the course of testing attempts were made to obtain axial static and total pressure profiles in the first and second generation chambers; however, no results were obtained since all probes failed before a total inlet pressure of 100 psig was achieved in the chamber. Failure was of two types:

1. Extreme probe vibration, making it impossible to obtain readings of any value.
2. Probe structural damage due to its extreme vibration.
VII. Conclusions

The results of this investigation indicate some of the variables that influence the effectiveness of sub-micron particle separation in a high pressure swirl chamber. Also, they demonstrate that the swirl chambers tested are capable of developing high overall pressure ratios needed for sub-micron particle separation.

The geometrical modifications of the first generation chamber increased the overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery from approximately 10 and 0.35 to 30 and 0.60. Tests on the second generation chamber resulted in values of overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery of approximately 35 and 0.85.

The specific conclusions of this experimental investigation are:

1. The bleed diffusers substantially increase the overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery when compared to the blank diffusers.
2. The diffuser spacing must be varied, for each inlet condition, to obtain optimum chamber performance.
3. Minimizing the wetted-area at small radii increases the pressure ratios.
4. The nozzle hole diameter must be matched to
the chamber volume for optimum performance.

5. The dual cell chamber is superior, from a performance standpoint, to the single cell chamber.

6. From the results of the flow visualization studies it is apparent that in the range of testing, 0 psig to 300 psig, the rotational velocity increased with an increase in overall pressure ratio.

7. From the exhaust particle samples obtained during testing of the visual chamber, it appears that the dual cell swirl chamber is basically capable of separating sub-micron particles from a gas flow with a high mass flow rate (i.e., one lbm /sec).
VIII. Recommendations

The recommendations for future testing of the high pressure swirl chambers are divided into three sections as follows: (1.) Additional chamber modification, (2.) Flow pattern mapping, (3.) Separation capability of the chambers.

Additional Chamber Modification

The results of the investigation indicate that the exhaust cylinder ID should be varied so that optimum chamber performance can be obtained over the entire range of the mass flow ratio. As shown in the results, the curves of overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery tend to increase or decrease rapidly at the high and low mass flow ratios \((0.35 \leq \dot{m}_e/\dot{m}_i \leq 0.45)\). By varying the exhaust cylinder ID, these curves would tend toward the limiting case of constant values for overall pressure ratio and pressure recovery over the entire range of mass flow ratio. For this reason, exhaust cylinder inserts must be fabricated to determine the effect the exhaust area has on the various pressure ratios. Since it is expected that the exhaust inserts must be changed for each particular inlet mass flow rate and mass flow ratio, it would be desirable to fabricate a variable exhaust insert for ease in testing.
the chambers

Flow Pattern Mapping

To further improve the sub-micron particle separation capability of the swirl chambers it is necessary to determine the exact flow pattern within the device. To assist future investigations, three means of flow pattern mapping are suggested; they are:

1. Axial static pressure probes.
2. Radial static pressure probes.
3. Flow visualization.

The axial static pressure probes must be rigidly supported in tension and measure approximately 3/16 in ID x .020 in ID to insure sufficient strength, and keep the flow disturbance as small as possible. The radial static pressure probes should be inserted through the center disk flange and rigidly supported in tension. The radial probe dimensions should be approximately 1/16 in ID x 0.010 in ID to minimize flow pattern disturbances.

Glass windows mounted on the periphery of the swirl chambers could be used to trace gross particle movements within the device. The particle movements could be determined through the use of high speed motion pictures or stroboscopic photographic techniques.

Separation Capability of the Chambers

As a means of testing the particle separation capa-
bility of the chambers, the following method is suggested:

1. Close exits, and optimize the overall pressure ratio.

2. Inject talcum powder at an axial sub-atmospheric pressure position.

3. Collect exhaust samples on glass slides for microscopic examination to determine the size of the particles that escape from the chamber through the exhaust.
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Table I

Components of First Generation Swirl Chamber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Figure Number</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blank Diffuser</td>
<td>48 and 53</td>
<td>B-1220I and II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleed Diffuser</td>
<td>48 and 54</td>
<td>B-1302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust Chamber</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>B-1219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission Chamber</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>C-1214I and II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle Ring (Typical)</td>
<td>48 and 51</td>
<td>B-1217I and II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit Chamber</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>C-1215I and II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber Insert (Typical)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>B-1218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center Disk Flange</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>C-1216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II

Components of Second Generation Swirl Chamber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Figure Number</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crank Bleed Diffuser</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>C-1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust Chamber</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>B-1219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet-Exit Chamber</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>C-1479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Nozzle Housing</td>
<td>49 and 52</td>
<td>C-1493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center Disk Flange</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>C-1494</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Swirl Chamber Identification Code
and
Graphical Data
Swirl Chamber Identification Code

Due to the extensive amount of modification and testing on the first generation swirl chamber, a code was developed to facilitate identification of the various tests. The code for the first generation swirl chamber has eight groupings. A typical code is:

D-1/16-a-I-3-1/16-239.3-1

The groupings are respectively:

1. Chamber type
   - D - dual cell swirl chamber
   - S - single cell swirl chamber
   - V - single cell visual swirl chamber

2. Nozzle ring type
   - 1/16 - one-sixteenth inch nozzle throat diameter; eight nozzles per ring.
   - 3/32 - three-thirty second inch nozzle throat diameter; eight nozzles per ring.
   - 1/3 - one-eighth inch nozzle throat diameter; eight nozzles per ring.

3. Chamber insert size
   - a-1 13/16 "ID x 3 1/3" Long
   - b-1 13/16 "ID x 5 1/8" Long
   - c-1 13/16 "ID x 7 1/3" Long
4. Internal method of exiting fluid (See Figs. 2 and 3).
   I-first exiting position
   II-second exiting position

5. Type of radial exhaust diffuser
   3-bleed diffuser
   5-plain diffuser

6. Diffuser wall spacing--the distance, in inches, between the admission chamber and the radial exhaust diffuser (See Fig. 11).

7. Total inlet pressure to the swirl chamber in psia.

8. Inlet geometry modifications--each higher number includes the preceding modifications (See Fig. 11).
   0-exhaust nose lip shaved off.
   1-nozzle holes reamed and polished.
   2-lips on nozzle ring half shaved off.
   3-lips on nozzle ring completely removed.
4-nozzle ring taper increased.
5-exhaust cylinder shortened.

For the second generation chamber the first five groupings and the last group are fixed; therefore, only the sixth and seventh groupings are used to identify tests on the second generation chamber.
List of Graphical Data

Qualitative Graphical Data—Performance
Parameters as a Function of the Exit Venturi Differential Pressure

| Figure | Data 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Quantitative Graphical Data—Performance

Parameters and Inlet Mass Flow Rate as a Function of the Mass Flow Ratio.
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EXPERIMENTAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE REVERSE-FLOW SWIRL CHAMBER

ABSTRACT

A high pressure-reverse flow vortex chamber is a device designed for the purpose of separating sub-micron particles out of a gas flow. The requirements for separation of sub-micron particles from a curved flow are given, and an equation determining the minimum angular velocity necessary for separation in a vortex flow is presented.

Three swirl (vortex) chambers were tested and modified to determine their optimum performance. Results show that inlet geometry, method of injection, injection nozzle size, exhaust diffuser spacing, and internal chamber dimensions are important factors when optimizing chamber performance. The testing and modification has led to the evolution of a swirl chamber that can develop an overall pressure ratio of thirty and a pressure recovery of eighty-five per cent for a chamber inlet total pressure of 300 psig.

The internal flow pattern of the swirl chamber was studied using talcum powder for particles and high speed motion picture photography (7,000 frames per second) as an aid in observing gross particle movements.

This study has verified the fact that the swirl chambers are basically capable of separating sub-micron particles out of a gas flow.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vortex Flow</th>
<th>Swirl Chamber</th>
<th>Particle Separator</th>
<th>Internal Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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